
TRAINING & CONSULTING
Unbridled Equine

Custom Aquapacer Support Tailored To The Unique
Needs Of Your Equine Facility



Introducing Horses to the AquaPacer
Two-Person Team Operation

Optimizing Settings of the AquaPacer for Individual Horses
Preparedness for the Unexpected

Cleaning, Upkeep and Care for Your AquaPacer Treadmill

.... and more!

Unbridled Equine has partnered with Hudson Aquatic Systems to
offer a unique training experience!

This incredible opportunity is tailor-made for Hudson AquaPacer owners
eager to unlock the full potential of their AquaPacer while ensuring the

utmost well-being and peak performance of their horses. AquaPacer trainings
will elevate your equine business and set your four-legged athletes up for

resounding success.

Unbridled Equine has created step-by-step protocols to guide horses and
handlers on best practices while utilizing the AquaPacer in their program.

Following the training, you and your staff will be fully confident with:

Integrating AquaPacer Services Into Your Business

AQUAPACER TRAINING

Each training includes pre-
training virtual consults,

customized consent forms,
intake paperwork, record

keeping templates,
AquaPacer training with

Katie Hawkins of
Unbridled Equine, and
post-training support.



IN-HOUSE TRAINING
Waiting for your AquaPacer to arrive? Experiencing challenges with

your current set up? Curious to get a behind-the-scenes look at a
thriving Equine Rehab facility using the AquaPacer?

Hands-On Expertise: Gain first-hand experience with our seasoned
experts who live and breathe AquaPacer knowledge. They'll guide you
every step of the way!
Thriving Environment: Immerse yourself in a vibrant atmosphere with
experienced horses and handlers who regularly use the AquaPacer.
Learn in an environment designed for your success.
Confidence Through Fun: Have a blast while boosting your
confidence! Our engaging training sessions and supportive team will
make your training an empowering experience.
Practical Protocols: Acquire a comprehensive training protocol that
you can take back to your staff. Experience firsthand how you can
inspire your team to optimize the AquaPacer's advantages.

Join us for a customized training at Pinnacle Equine Therapy, a state-of-
the-art facility that combines the best rehabilitation equipment in a

peaceful, healing environment.



✓ On-Site Mastery: Learn the ropes of AquaPacer
installation and operation with tailored training that suits
your facility's unique needs.

✓ Hands-On Skills: Benefit from invaluable insights and
practical know-how shared by our seasoned experts,
setting the stage for your AquaPacer's success.

✓ Efficient Team Training: Get your entire staff up to
speed at once, ensuring unity and readiness to harness
the AquaPacer's full potential.

✓ Horse Habituation Expertise: Receive expert guidance
on gradually acclimating your horses to the AquaPacer,
ensuring a smooth and comfortable transition for your
equine athletes.

ON-SITE TRAINING
You just got your shiny new AquaPacer and can’t

help but think... “Now what?” Or maybe you’ve been
implementing the AquaPacer into your program but

have run into some roadblocks (balking horses,
confused handlers, lackluster profits)?

Wherever you are in your journey, On-Site Training
will put you on a path of success and set you up for

AquaPacer excellence.

Why struggle on your own? Let
us bring the expertise directly to
your doorstep and elevate your
equine facility with our on-site
AquaPacer training!



Is your equine rehab business struggling to thrive, or are you new to the industry
and in need of a winning strategy? Unbridled Equine’s consulting services combine
decades of industry experience with compassionate coaching to help you identify

gaps in your business and put tools in place to move forward with success.

In each session you will benefit from the wisdom of seasoned experts who provide
invaluable industry insights, as well as a fresh perspective on the challenges unique
to your business. We'll work closely with you to craft a personalized plan that will

work for you and your team.

Consult sessions are offered virtually or in-person to answer questions, share
experiences, brainstorm ideas and discuss all aspects of equine rehabilitation &

bodywork. Consulting time frames and prices are tailored to your needs, and are an
excellent add-on to our in-house and on-site trainings.

Unlock the full potential of your equine rehab business! Partner with us
for expert consulting and set your course for success in the industry.

BUSINESS CONSULTING
Elevate your equine rehab business with 

Unbridled Equine’s expert guidance.



You've already made horse fitness and
healthcare a priority - don't stop there!  

Having the right equipment is only one part
of the equation. Knowledge and hands-on
experience will set you on the pathway to

success.

Reach out to unbridledequine2@gmail.com to learn
more and book your custom training and consultation

experience!

Unbridled Equine LLC
Katie Hawkins

unbridledequine2@gmail.com
(847) 987-1350

Pinnacle Equine Therapy
4386 N Old Wire Rd.

Fayetteville, AR 72703

unbridled-equine.com

http://unbridled-equine.com/

